Maths

Spelling

English
Reading / Writing

Divide 2-digit numbers by 1-digit numbers
Monday

Use your new work book or worksheets
alongside the home learning video from
White Rose Maths.

From watching the Jumanji trailer and
reading the plot of the story, make a
prediction of what will occur in the story.

Words that are used as ‘adverbs of
time’

afterward
Tuesday

s

Divide 3-digit numbers by 1-digit numbers
Use your new work book or worksheets
alongside the home learning video from

immediate

Story board and exploring vocabulary for

ly

the beginning of our new story- ‘The Game’.

White Rose Maths.

earlier
eventually

Wednesda
y

Divide 4-digit numbers by 1-digit numbers

previously

Continue with your story board the story

finally

and predict what will happen next. Explore
Use your new work book or worksheets

the rest of the story and compare and

alongside the home learning video from

contrast the prediction.

recently

White Rose Maths.

yesterday
tomorrow
whilst

Divide with remainders
Thursday

Using the front cover and blurb as a
Use your new work book or worksheets

stimulus, a prediction will be made on

alongside the home learning video from

what the story is about- ‘The Person

White Rose Maths.

Controller’.

Friday

You could practice by:
●
●

Using Spelling shed

Filling in the worksheets

●

Using the words in sentences

●

Making a poem including all
the words

Complete the
Use your new work book or worksheets

From chapter 1 of The Person Controller

alongside the home learning video from

answer the comprehension questions.

White Rose Maths.

●

Making a story of your choice
including the words.

You can also practice your times tables on TT rockstars, how quick can you be?
Also you can use MyOn to jump into a fantastic new book. Don’t forget about your video call on Google Classroom,
and the videos of the book chapters.

Monday – Art

Wednesday – Geography

The artist that we are focusing on this half term is James Andrews, a Botanical
artist.
As we are focusing on the life cycles of plants in science we are going to be
exploring how artists use plants as a stimulus for their art. This week we are
researching what kind of art James Andrews created, what a botanical artist is,
present 3 pieces of his work and a fun fact about his life. You will then present
your research in a way of your choice e.g. poster, leaflet, an informational
writing piece, a power point etc.

This half term, we will be learning all
about maps. This week, your task is to
identify, draw and colour map symbols
that would be found on an Ordnance
Survey map. To find out the information
that you need to complete the task, we
have attached a map symbols key for
you to use.

Please keep this key as you

will need it for next week’s task.

Science – Tuesday

Home Learning

Amphibian’s life cycle.
We have explored Frogs in year 4 but within this lesson
we will be looking in detail what happens at every
stage of a frog’s life (it’s life cycle). On your work
sheets there is information on the life cycles of a frog,

Week Beginning
22nd February

salamander and axolotl, they are all examples of
Amphibians, watch the video on Google Classroom to
explore what the definition of an Amphibian is. We
would like you to use the information on the worksheet
to display in pictures and words the details of their
life cycles.

Thursday – Assembly

On Friday afternoon, celebrate what

Each week, one of your teachers will

you have done in the week. Can you

record an assembly and put it onto
your Google Classroom.
Watch the assembly and complete the
follow up task given at the end.
Google Classroom can be downloaded
as an App on Smart phones, Xbox and
Playstation.

share some of your amazing learning
on our school Facebook or Twitter
page?
Reflect back on everything you have
learnt and give yourself a HUGE pat
on the back! Well done!

